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Introduction 

This year, 96 graduating students of the School of 

the Art Institute of Chicago participated in the pre

liminary jurying of the 1974 Fellowship Competi

tion . The 30 students represented here were chosen 

through secret ballot by 63 faculty members of the 

SAIC to participate in the final jurying of the Fellow

ship Competition , and, hence, this exhibition in 

Gunsaulus Hall of the Art Institute of Chicago. The 

Fellowship recipients, through the process of the 

final jurying , will be chosen by the SAIC faculty and 

a 3 member outside jury. As of this writing, no one 

knows who those Fellowship recipients will be. 

Take the opportunity to look at the Fellowship 

Exhibition as a whole, irrespective of winners and 

losers. The diversity of media, approach, idea, 

intention, and technique is apparent. It reflects and 

represents the strong sense of individual growth, 

energy and accomplishment present in the stu

dents of the School of the Art Institute . It represents 

a lot of hard work . 

The term "fellowship," for some at the SAIC and 

outside of the School, has come to be associated 

with a competition involving certain financial 

awards. This introduction is intended to deempha

size that particular aspect of the Fellowship Exhibi

tion. Maybe competition is exciting , but it certainly 

isn't that important. The art exhibited here by these 

30 graduating students of the SAIC is very impor

tant, to them, to me, and hopefully, to all of you. 

Karen Savage, chairman 

Fellowship Committee, 1974 





Michiko Itatani 

"Aesthet ics is persona l. For me, "Art" cannot be pursued as a 
life 's work automatical ly or passive ly. Or haphazardly. To be an 
artist of serious intent , working from necessity, it is desirable to 
find and develop a good system of doing art. By "syste m," I do not 
mean the making of objects, but a cou rse, a method, a way of 
existence. In a strong sense, that system is my basic aim in 
mak ing art." 



Face to Face- Ross Hamilton , Curtis Fisher 

Curtis Fisher 

Face To Face is a series of nine
teen disguises . The cha racter s 
are presented as they them selves 
might see through the medium of 

photograph y, and were created 
and produced by Curtis Fisher. 
The photographs are the work of 
Ross Hamilton . 



Ross Hamilton 

The world is my palette , 
The camera my tool. 
These are the pictures 
I took during school. 

The viewer will notice two theme s 
in this body of work: mobility on 
the part of both subject and 
photographer , and play as an essential 
element on both sides of t he lens. 



Jim Wiseman 

"To me, the video synthesizer represents a manipulable form of the 
co llective unconscious, whose inner workings make contact with our 
conscious mind at the interface of the electronically st imul ated output 
window of the phosphorescent TV screen and the electrochem ica l 
input window of the retina. The greatest power of video, and hence the 
video synthesizer, is its ability to comb ine many sources of 
simultaneo us input; events which might occur at widely separated 
points in space or time, become consc ious to us through a device 
opt imi zed for intuitive manipulation, thereby providing a rich source 
of projective material directly related to our experience of one 
cohesive instant in time." (February , 1974) 
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Lydia Bilton 

Born: Chicago, 1952 
"The process of doing this work gives me pleasure , and presents a 
complex situation in which to be involved. The work stems 
primarily from emotion s/sensa tion s/co ntact. The individual pieces 
are all metaphor s of external phenom ena that always reveal to me 
internal phenomen a." 
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Christine Crumley O'Connor 

" I like to buy scraps that are marked by life, strange and discarded. 
I'm concerned that these "left -overs" not be lost, but somehow 
reincarnated and loved. I tend to make thi ngs that relate to people I 
know, and things I lik e to do. In my dolls, I try to show qualities I like in 
people : stra ight-forwardness, playfulness, subt lety, and surpri sing 
idiosyncrasies ." 



Joy Poe 

"My immediate concern is the exploration of the physical 
properties of three groups of materials: transparent , reflective , and 
meshes on grids. I am also involved in the emotional impact of 
these types of materials, and their associative connotations. 
Other preoccupations are: the reactive behavior of people to the 
same stimuli in various situat ions, and a personal slid e collection 
of sculptura l and textural forms ." 



Michael Edward Boruch 

Born in Chicago, 1948 

Under graduate studies in Music- Northwestern University, 1972 
MFA-Sc hool of the Art Inst itut e, 1974 
"Above everything else, I believe that man-made objects have 
inherent qua liti es that al low them to strike out beyond their basic 
functio ns and designs . These qualities often have little to do with 
the real object, but create a kind of Transcendence, in the sense of 
Emerson. Objects become vehicles which are comple tely new, and 
separate entiti es to be utilized and appreciated." 



Robert Ricker 



Rose Divita 

Born: July 26 , 1952 

"Why do I do art? 

. . . Because I love attention." 



Wayne A. Lent 

"The idea of "putting things together" is very strong within me. 
Thus , I am naturally drawn to collage and assemblage . 
My art is a search for forms suitable to express and communicate 
the underlying structures of my many life-interests and 
involvements." 

Warner Wada 
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Gregory Saliola 

The Romantic Vision 
A Presentation of Simultaneous Projections/Sound 

It is axiomatic for me that a concern for the im
portance of the visual would necessarily lead to the 
skills of the documentarist. Culminating a three 
year period of extensive research and development, 
The Romantic Vision presents a total visual means 
of communicating art history and design ideas. 
Working as a tandem piece, The Romantic Vision is 
comprised of a personal exploration of the styles 
known as Art Nouveau and Art Deco. Each style 
has been defined in broad terms to allow for a max
imum display of influences, comparisons and de
velopment of ideas far beyond a strict, art fiistorical 
framework. 

Both presentations employ a similar visual for
mat of a maximum of seven images laterally, allow
ing for any combination of images from one to 
seven. Simultaneous imagery permits analogies 
and the ability to see a thing in various perspectives 
at different points, all producing cumulatively a 
new whole. 

While each program is perforce selective in its 
choice of material, they do attempt a certain com
prehensiveness. A musical soundtrack culled from 
classical and contemporary sources provides not 
only a cuing device for slide changes, but is essen
tial in establishing the tone for each segment. 

The Romantic Vision requires eleven Kodak 
Carousel projectors for a thirty minute program em
ploying 750 slides. The initial segment, devoted to 
Art Nouveau, begins with an introduction into the 
character of the Victorian Age by using examples 
from contemporary painting and photography. 
Following is a detailed study of Pre-Raphaelite 
painting, with particular emphasis on the work of 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti. This section also includes 
through voice-over, selective excerpts from the 
poetry of Dante Gabriel and Christina Rossetti as 
well as Wordsworth and Tennyson, to augment and 
emotionally heighten the visual imagery. 

Immediately following, the development of the 
Arts and Crafts Movement and Aesthetic Movement 

is traced via comparison to the revulsion of indus
trially mass-produced objects as exemplified by 
the Crystal Palace. Art Nouveau now emerges full 
scale on all levels incorporating botanical images 
with the entire range of objects , both two-dimen 
sional and three-dimensional which encompa ssed 
the style . Included simultaneously are images 
indicative of the style ramifications for the twentieth 
century . A brief presentation of Symbolist painting 
with accompanying infrared images concludes 
this section. 

The closing sequence deals with the significant 
heritage of Art Nouveau which continued on into 
the twentieth century, primarily through the work 
of individuals such as Frank Lloyd Wright. This 
deals with the importance of plastic values in archi
tecture and the need for an understanding of the 
intrinsic value of ornament and other expressive 
elements. 

Concentrating on three structures these ideas 
are exemplified by Eero Saarinen 's T.W.A. Terminal 
at Kennedy Airport, the Johnson's Wax Company 
building in Racine, Wisconsin and in conclusion 
the Guggenheim Museum in New York City, both 
works of Frank Lloyd Wright. 

The second half of The Romantic Vision, Art 
Deco, begins with a basic introduction to the period 
to evoke a sense of time and character . 

A heady barrage of architectural details, intended 
to serve as foil for the conclusion, extols the 
Machine Age. Finally, through continuous juxta 
position of imagery, an emotional response is 
elicited to the vacuity and sterility of contemporary 
design as it is contrasted to a variety of structures 
built in Chicago and New York circa 1930. This cul 
mination presents a documentation of the destruc
tion of the Michigan Square Building, formerly the 
grandest interior space in Chicago. 

Through my explorations of the possibilities of 
simultaneous projections and sound, I have found 
a format for presenting art history that I believe 
visually dynamic and dramatically stimulating as 
an intellectual experience . 



Masako Miyata 

" Born in Japan , came to the U.S. in 1970 as a student. All the 
ceramic pieces in this show were made during my sen ior year. The 
Furoshiki Series (Japanese word for a square wrapp ing c loth) is an 
attempt to combine American ideas toward art with Japanese 
tradition. A summer tr ip in 1973 inspired the State Box Series and 
the Mexican Box." 



Elizabeth Lamont 

"Whether I photograph or not, I seek to create images which make 
visible my fantasies." 



Via Wynroth 

"The act of carrying a camera has forced me into confrontations . It 
is no longer possible to be a disinterested spectator of Life. 
Nevertheless, the final photograph remains a mysterious force unto 
itself. And although my participation was "voluntary," I am still 
only holding 1/250 of a second of Life!" 



Ken Huston 

"On June 4, 1907, the day Alfred Stieglitz made the photograph 
"Steerage, " he was wearing this pair of underwear. I acquired them 
from a mutual friend in 1968, and they have served as a constant 
source of inspiration throughout my photographic career." 
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Robin Ann Ruder 

Needlepoint , 54" x 72" 

"Th is needlepoint bedspread depicts a mystical tale, the adventures 
of two aquanauts in the undersea world . 
The bedspread holds the place of honor : cover let for the royal bed, 
in the boudoir of the Queen Merm aid, at the Art Institute of 
Chicago ." 



Pink Tricot Lace 

Kathryn Kucera 

Biography: 
S.S.: 
Three hundred ninety -four-two hundred 
sixty-f ive-zero fourteen; 
D.L.: 
K-two hundred sixty-five -five thousand 
fifty -three-zero six hundred forty-four. 

M. A. B. of C.-C.: 
Zero fourteen-seven hundred forty-one-nine; 
S.: 
One hundred four-six hundred forty-one-four; 
F.N.B.M.P.-C.: 
Twenty-four-nine thousand eight hundred; 
S.: 
One hundr ed ten-two hundred seven-four. 



William J. Wichlenski 

Born : Quebec , Canada, July 30 , 1952 
" In the majority of my work I have been primarily involved in the 
organization of three -dimensional form, particularly as relating to 
mechanical and anatom ica l movement." 



Stephen Carlson 



Ramond Wright 
"I feel that the essence of my films is not just light shining through 
some obscure celluloid images, but the images of people. Those 
are the images that make us cry, or laugh, or feel disgust. Those 
images are the real magic of cinema: people in the act of doing 
something ." 



Jayne Schabel 



Ron Todd 

" It is axiomatic that darkness is an ally to crime. The thief, the 
arsonist, the rapist, and all other perverse individuals use the cloak 
of darkness to conceal their misdeeds ." 

-J. Edgar Hoover 



James Merrell 

Robert Gregson 



SHOW UP 
Bob Gregson 
November 4, 1973 
a ppro x. 15 minu t es (2- 2: 15 P. M ,) 

20 fri ends were invit ed to th e so uth - eas t corne r of North Michigan 
Avenue and East Ontario Str ee t at 2 P,M, on a fall Sunday afternoon. 
Their ove rt in structi ons were to "please show up". They we re not 
t old anything e l se about th e pi e ce. As th ey a rriv ed they found th e 
lat en t in s tru c t ions of a cha lk c ircl e . The pi ece was about th e ir reac 
ti ons t o the se instructions a s well as eac h other. The en ti re occur
rence (th e arrival of eac h participant , th e formation of th e group and 
it s subgroup s , the individual an d collective pe rform an c es , my arrival, 
th e dispertion) was ph ot ogra ph ed secre tl y fr om ac ross the s treet. To 
complete the piece copies of the documentation were given to each 
participant. 



Accoun l{ ----------- -- - Ord eredb y 
to Delivered to ____ _ _____ _ __ _ 

Cha rge Authorized by, ____ _ ____ ~= =~ 

I 
AREA CODE 312 

Telephon e 
2 3 6 

_ 
7 0 8 0 

L 

I ORDER YOU TO 

Delivery Instructions: 
- Receiving Roo m, Monroe & Michigan 

THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO PURCHASE 
ORDER NO. Michigan Avenu e at Foot of Adam s Street 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603 
NOTICE 

_J 

ARM YOURSELF 

ELBOW YOUR WAY IN 

BE KNEE DEEP IN T ROUBLE 

BE UP TO YOUR EARS IN WORK 

HAVE YOUR FINGER ON THE TIMES 

KEEP YOUR H AND I N T HE FIRE 

SE T YOUR MIND 

KEEP YOUR EYES PEALED 

INVOICES MUST BE SUBMITTED IN TRIPUCATE. 

SEND ALL INVOICE S TO THE ATTENTION O F THE 

PUR01 A5E ORDER NUMBER MUST APPEAR ON ALL 
IN VOICES AND PACKAGES. 

C . Apr. 1 - 22 , 1974 
DATE _ _ _ _____ _ 

BACK YOURSELF INTO A CORNER 

KNUCKLE UP 

GIVE ME SOME CHEEK 

LEG YOUR WAY IN 

KEEP YOUR NOSE TO THE 
GRINDSTONE 
KEEP A STIFF UPPER LIP 

EAT YOUR HEART OUT 

DISARM 

- Good mo n Receiving Room, Monro e St. MADE AN IRON WILL 
-Art 1,,.,. Sch. Stor•, c/o Goodmon Re<eiving Room, Monroe Street Neor Columbus o,;.,. 

-Romp , Jo ck~ n & Columbu s Drive 
l"URCHASINGOfflCI:" 

All PURCHASE ORDERS FOR THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO MUST BE ISSUED BY THE PURCHASING OFFICE 

Ilona Graner 

VENDOR, Please Submit Invoices in Tripli,c,te to the Allontion of the Accounting Deportment 

The Art Institu te of Chicag o is Exe mp t from USE Tox Accord ing lo Bulle tin of July 10 , 1961, 
from the Stol e of Ill. Dept . of Revenue Springfi eld , Ill. Cer tificate of Non -liabilit y Reg. No . S3394 

Reginald Muse 
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Gerard Le Francois 

Lengthwise of goods I Tissu dans la longueur I Largo de la tela 
1. sleeve.cuff.view 28 I manche .poignet.vue 28 I manga.puno .vista 28 
2. collar.cutting line I col.ligne de coupe I cuello.linea del corte 
3. pants front. I devant du pantalons. I frente de los pantalones. 

overalls back dos de la salopette atras de los overalls 
4. pocket line.pocket/ ligne de la poche .poche I linea del bolsillo. 

bosillo 
5. center front. 

front underlay 
I milieu du devant. I centro del frente . 

assise du pli (devant) base del plieque (frente) 
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